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Abstract 
We conducted an experimental study to determine 

to what extent computer skill learners can benefit from 

generating self-explanation with the aid of different 

computer-based visualization technologies. Self-

explanation was stimulated with dynamic visualization 

(Screencast), static visualization (Screenshot), or 

verbal instructions only, and compared to a control 

group with no self-explanation instructions. Sixty-two 

subjects were assigned to these four conditions for 

learning HTML fundamentals. Two quizzes were used 

to test learning outcomes. In comparison to the control 

condition, performance was best with dynamic 

visualization and static visualization. The self-

explanation condition without visualization did not 

attain statistical significance in comparison to the 

control condition. Qualitative data collected from a 

learning experience survey regarding the subjects’ 

opinions about self-explanation prompts showed that 

subjects in different treatment groups gave similar 

responses about how they benefited from self-

explanation prompts for learning HTML.  

 

1. Introduction  

 
Self-explanation (SE) is a constructive learning 

activity in which one explains something to oneself in 

an attempt to make sense of new information, either 

presented in a text or in some other medium [1]. Self-

explanation is generally accepted as an important, 

effective, and domain-general means to improve 

learning. Research has shown evidence that self-

explanation benefits learning in many domains (such as 

programming, mathematics, reading, electrical 

engineering, and biology) and in different age range 

groups, from four-year-olds to adults 

[2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11]. Although there is a 

growing body of literature supporting the benefits of 

self-explanation for learning, it is still unclear to what 

extent learners can benefit from using computer 

technologies (e.g., a screenshot application or a 

screencast application) to help them generate self-

explanations. 

To learn skills in the programming domain, one 

needs to acquire both conceptual and procedural 

knowledge. For example, in the context of web 

programming, the document object model (DOM)1 is 

an important concept that a programmer needs to 

manipulate HTML2 elements, which will be applied to 

creating the procedure (the sequence of written code) 

for presenting multiple animation effects. Learners 

develop their mental models [12] to represent their 

cognition of web programming during learning. Chi 

[13] found that the active construction and revision of a 

learner’s mental model is responsible for the benefit of 

self-explanation. Multimedia learning research has 

found that adding visualizations (e.g., pictures, line 

drawings, videos) to learning materials benefits 

learners by helping them develop their mental models 

[14]. In the aforementioned programming case, the 

visualization process can be helpful for a learner to 

create a pictorial connection between the programming 

code and the executed results.   

There are software technologies that can aid 

learners to generate self-explanation. For example, a 

screencasting application like Screencast-O-Matic 3 

allows learners to record video and audio as they 

demonstrate their actions on a computer. This could 

produce a potential benefit because learners can self-

explain what they learned in a more dynamic manner 

than just using text. Thus a web programmer, with the 

aid of a screencasting application, can explain how she 

creates animation effects (dynamic presentations) on a 

web page. She can explain how the code works and 

demonstrate the animation on a real web page. This 

capability of showing dynamic outcomes could help a 

web programming learner develop a better mental 

model by self-explaining what she learned. Similarly, a 

screenshot application like the “Snipping Tool” in the 

Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 Operating System can 

                                                 
1 DOM: Document Object Model--a platform- and language-neutral 

interface that will allow programs and scripts to dynamically access 
and update the content, structure and style of documents (retrieved 

from http://www.w3.org/DOM last accessed on January 20, 2014). 
2 HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language. 
3 http://www.screencast-o-matic.com last accessed on June 20, 2015. 
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capture static computer screenshots to aid learners to 

generate self-explanation with visualization. A 

limitation of a screenshot is that it does not have the 

capability to create a dynamic demonstration (e.g., 

showing an animation effect on a web page).  

Generating self-explanation with the aid of 

computer technologies is likely to promote learning 

transfer and retention because it helps the learners to 

develop or revise their mental models, but it is also 

likely to demand more cognitive resources for 

generative processing and the use of computer 

technology. Thus, there is a need to examine whether it 

is worthwhile for a learner, when learning a task, to 

allocate more cognitive resources for generating self-

explanations with computer-based visualization. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to determine whether the 

self-explanation effect generated by learners with the 

aid of computer-based visualization is superior to the 

self-explanation effect generated without the aid of 

computer-based visualization.  

The main purpose of this study was to determine to 

what extent computer skill learners can benefit from 

generating self-explanation with the aid of different 

computer-based visualization technologies. To 

understand this question, this study tested two common 

computer-based visualization technologies, screencast 

and screenshot applications, which have different 

features as discussed in Section 2. The screencast 

application has the capability of creating dynamic 

visualizations and the screenshot application does not 

have it. Four conditions were compared: 

• Learners do not generate self-explanation 

• Learners generate self-explanation without the 

aid of computer-based visualization 

technologies 

• Learners generate self-explanation with the 

aid of static screenshot visualization 

• Learners generate self-explanation with the 

aid of dynamic screencast visualization. 

 

2. Background  

 
2.1. Self-explanation  

 
For over twenty years, Chi and colleagues have 

been investigating a phenomenon known as self-

explanation. Self-explanation (SE) is a constructive 

learning activity in which one explains something to 

oneself in an attempt to make sense of new information 

[1]. It is necessary to understand that self-explanation 

is distinct from simply repeating the newly received 

information. Self-explanation involves the relating of 

concepts and procedures to examples or other concepts 

so it can help a learner generate new insight. The 

discovery of self-explanation as a learning strategy 

hinged on the assumption that new knowledge cannot 

be readily and perfectly assimilated (or encoded) by 

the learner from direct instruction, either in the form of 

listening to an instructor’s explanation, or in the form 

of reading a textbook. Instead, the acquisition of new 

knowledge requires learners to be actively involved in 

the construction of their own knowledge. As shown in 

Figure 1, active construction is a broad term denoting 

both the external behavioral aspects of learning (e.g., 

drawing a diagram, answering and asking questions, 

solving a problem) as well as the internal processes of 

cognitive reorganization (e.g., the construction and 

revision of one’s mental models) [15].   

   
Figure 1. The mechanism of self-explanation 

 

Self-explanation benefits learning in many domains 

and in different age range groups, from four-year-olds 

to adults [2][3][4][5][6][7]. The accumulation of 

evidence has shown that the self-explanation effect is 

not confined to only a few domains and has brought 

the insight that certain strategies or types of self-

explanation are more beneficial than others. For 

example, it was found that successful self-explainers 

generate more self-explanations [16]. Further research 

indicated that the benefit of self-explanation is related 

to both the amount and the quality of self-explanation 

[13][17][18]. Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of 

previous studies of self-explanation showed that the 

benefit of self-explanation is strongly related to the 

active construction and revision of a learner’s mental 

model [13]. Ainsworth and Burcham [19] also found 

that self-explanation was used not only to fill in 

missing information or knowledge gaps, but also to 

support knowledge revision and mental model repair.  

Subsequent research tested whether the subjects 

who were trained in self-explanation procedures 

performed better than those who were not trained. For 

example, McNamara [20] developed a self-explanation 

reading training program (SERT) and found that for a 

group of psychology undergraduate students studying 

science-based text passages, training significantly 
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improved text-based comprehension during training 

compared to reading aloud alone. Following the 

success of the human one-to-one training program of 

SERT, a web-based training application called 

Interactive Strategy Training for Active Reading and 

Thinking (iSTART) was developed and shown to 

improve students’ reading comprehension scores when 

compared to students who did not receive the iSTART 

training regardless of their level of prior knowledge 

[21][22]. The research studies demonstrated that self-

explanation could be taught and that subjects in the 

self-explanation groups generated a higher number of 

self-explanations and performed better on a variety of 

learning outcomes across multiple domains. 

Some studies focused on the optimal conditions 

under which self-explanation is found to have a 

beneficial learning impact. The self-explanation effect 

has been demonstrated as well as for learners who have 

little to no prior knowledge of the topic [23]. Although 

there is inconsistency in the findings of several studies 

with respect to whether self-explaining benefits the low 

or high prior knowledge learners more, one 

interpretation of the mixed results is that self-

explanation can benefit both low and high prior 

knowledge learners for different reasons. For learners 

with high prior knowledge, the act of self-explaining 

allows them to repair their existing mental models and 

thus improve learning outcomes, whereas for learners 

with low prior knowledge, the act of self-explaining 

allows them to generate inferences to fill gaps of 

missing knowledge [1].  

Other studies examined whether the format of the 

study material had an impact on learning from self-

explanation. For example, Ainsworth and Loizou [2] 

found that learners presented with diagrams generated 

significantly more self-explanations and showed 

greater learning outcomes than learners presented with 

the materials in a text-only format. Butcher [24] found 

that simple diagrams led to more inference generation 

in college students studying the circulatory system 

when compared with students presented with text-only 

or complex diagrams.  

Researchers have been studying the benefits of self-

explanation for learning from different perspectives. 

However, it is still unclear to what extent learners can 

benefit from using computer technologies (e.g., word 

processor, screenshots, and screencasts) to help them 

generate self-explanations in the forms of different 

media (e.g., typing texts, typing texts with static 

images, or creating screencasts). This study aims to 

understand the effect of self-explanation generated 

with computer-based visualizations in the learning 

context of computer skill acquisition. 

 

2.2. Multimedia learning and Self-explanation 

 
Mayer and Moreno [25] define multimedia learning 

as learning from words and pictures and define 

multimedia instruction as presenting words and 

pictures that are intended to foster learning. The words 

can be printed (e.g., on-screen text) or spoken (e.g., 

narration), while the pictures can be static (e.g., 

illustrations, graphs, charts, photos, maps) or dynamic 

(e.g., animation, video, or interactive illustrations) 

[25]. Multimedia learning research has centered on the 

question of whether adding visualizations to words in 

instructional messages can improve student learning.  

Advances in computer-based visualization 

technology have enabled the incorporation of 

sophisticated graphics in instruction, including 

animations, videos, illustrations, and photos. Mayer 

defines an instructional visualization (or instructional 

picture or instructional graphic) as a visual-spatial 

representation intended to promote learning. 

Instructional visualizations can vary along several 

dimensions [26]: 

• Realism—pictures can vary from high realism 

(e.g., a photo or video) to low realism 

(e.g., a line drawing or an animated line 

drawing); 

• Dynamism—pictures can be static (e.g., a 

drawing or photo) or dynamic (e.g., an 

animation or video); 

• Interactivity—pictures can be interactive (e.g., 

a series of drawings that can be paced by 

the learner or an animation that can be 

stopped and started by the learner) or 

non-interactive (e.g., a drawing or 

continuous animation); 

• Dimensionality—pictures can be presented in 

2D or 3D form; 

• Visual-spatial character—pictures can be 

visual representations (e.g., a drawing or 

photo of an object) or spatial 

representations (e.g., a chart or table or 

map); 

• Delivery medium—pictures can be presented 

on a page or screen. 

In a review of multimedia learning research across 

thirteen experimental comparisons involving lessons 

on topics such as how brakes, pumps, or lighting works 

[26], people performed better on transfer tests when 

they learned from printed text and illustrations than 

from printed text alone [27][28][29][30] or from 

narration and animation than from narration alone 

[31][32][33][34]. The median effect size (d) favoring 

words and pictures over words alone is 1.35, which is 

considered a large effect. These results show evidence 

that people learn better from words and pictures than 

from words alone.  
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Multimedia learning research emphasizes that 

adding visualizations to instructional materials can 

reduce learners’ cognitive load and help them develop 

mental models so as to promote learning, whereas self-

explanation research emphasizes that generating self-

explanation is an active process of cognitive 

reorganization which helps learners not only to identify 

and fill in knowledge gaps, but also to construct and 

repair their mental models. In other words, multimedia 

learning focuses on designing the learning materials 

with the aid of visualizations to deliver new 

information to a learner, while self-explanation focuses 

on a learner’s cognitive reorganization/reconstruction 

of the new information with prior knowledge. Both 

approaches aim to improve learning, but multimedia 

learning emphasizes more on constructing a better 

learning structure (environment) for learners, whereas 

self-explanation highlights the benefits of learners’ 

active involvement in the construction of their own 

knowledge.  

The self-explanation technique can be used by a 

person either overtly (e.g., output as verbal protocols) 

or covertly (e.g., self-explain in one’s mind). Although 

in most self-explanation studies learners self-explain 

overtly because of the pragmatic reason to collect 

protocol data, one could self-explain and think covertly 

[1]. The self-explanation technique can also be applied 

overtly in different forms other than verbal protocols. 

For example, one could self-explain new information 

by typing texts, drawing pictures/charts/mind maps or 

creating videos. Based on the reviews of multimedia 

learning and self-explanation research, one interesting 

question is raised: Does adding visualizations when 

self-explaining a concept/procedure enhance or hinder 

the effectiveness of self-explanation on promoting 

learning?   

There is a lack of research addressing the above 

question. An example of learning web programming 

reveals why the above question is interesting in the 

learning context. In web programming, a client-side 

scripting language such as JavaScript is commonly 

used to deal with user interactions (e.g., alert messages 

and forms) between a user and a web browser to 

control the presentation of web contents (e.g., create 

animation effects). Assuming a student learns a new 

function of JavaScript to perform an animation effect 

on an object of a web document (web page), he/she 

could self-explain covertly how the JavaScript function 

works by thinking through what the code should be and 

imagining the result of execution, or he/she could self-

explain overtly by adding visualizations (static or 

dynamic) to create the mental connection between the 

JavaScript code and the animation effect. This mental 

connection can be helpful for the learner to encode the 

new knowledge to his/her long term memory and 

produce deep learning.  

As explained above, by adding visualizations an 

observable overt learning activity can be integrated as 

a part of the self-explanation process.  Generating self-

explanations with the aid of computer-aided 

visualization is likely to promote learning transfer and 

retention because it helps the learners to develop or 

revise their mental models, but it is also likely to 

demand more cognitive resources for generative 

processing and the use of computer technology [35]. 

Thus, there is a need to examine whether it is 

worthwhile for a learner, when learning a task, to 

allocate more cognitive resources for generating self-

explanations with computer-aided visualization. 

Furthermore, it is important to know whether the self-

explanation effect generated by learners with 

computer-aided visualization is superior to the self-

explanation effect generated without computer-aided 

visualization. 

 

2.3. Computer-based visualization technologies  

 
In this research project, we study whether adding 

visualizations can improve the effect of self-

explanation. To minimize the cost of using technology 

to generate self-explanations (e.g., the demand of 

cognitive resources used to learn the technology), the 

selected computer-based visualization technologies in 

this study need to be easy to learn and use. The study 

focuses on two common computer-based visualization 

technologies: screencasts and screenshots. Table 1 

shows the dimensions of the selected visualization 

technologies. The main difference between the two 

selected technologies is the dimension of dynamism. 

The features of each computer-based visualization 

technology and its relationship to self-explanation are 

described in the following sub-section. 

Table 1. The dimensions of the selected 
visualization technologies 

 

The term “screencast” was coined by Udell [36]. A 

screencast is a screen capture of the actions on a user’s 

computer screen with or without real time audio 

narration. Screencasts are usually produced and 

outputted in various video formats and can be post-

processed to enhance video quality such as trimming 

unnecessary parts and adding transition effects. 
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Compared to common video tutorials, screencasts tend 

to be shorter and are easily produced by a single person 

on a computer with screencasting software and an 

audio recording device, if available [37]. Recent 

products like Screencast-O-Matic and Screenr4 are free 

web-based screencasting tools by which users can 

easily record screencasts and download them or share 

them on Internet sites such as YouTube.com. 

Proprietary products like Camtasia Studio 5  support 

more compact, cross-platform file formats suitable for 

web-based delivery such as Adobe Flash6, and have 

more sophisticated editing features allowing changes in 

sequence, mouse movement, and audio. 

Screencasts have been used in various contexts 

including information literacy instruction, specialized 

library database instruction, common reference queries 

and distance learning.  A natural application of this 

technology is the creation of web-based lectures 

demonstrating and explaining, step-by-step, the process 

of using software.  

In addition to recognizing individuals’ benefits of 

consuming (watching) screencasts in different learning 

domains, this study aims to understand individuals’ 

benefits of producing screencasts as a part of self-

explanation processes in the context of computer skill 

acquisition. When producing a screencast, the creator 

needs to organize different pieces of information in 

mind and output them as dynamic screen motion with 

verbal descriptions. From a self-explanation 

standpoint, creating screencasts can be seen as 

learners’ external behavioral aspects of learning, which 

is one of the two active processes of knowledge 

construction [15]. This external learning activity is 

likely to influence learners’ internal processes of 

cognitive reorganization (the construction or revision 

of one’s mental models). 

According to Wikipedia, a screenshot (or screen 

dump, screen capture [or screen-cap], screengrab ([or 

screen grab], or print screen) is an image taken by the 

computer user to record visible items displayed on the 

monitor, television, or another visual output device. 

Usually this is a digital image using the (host) 

operating system or software running on the computer, 

but it can also be a capture made by a camera or a 

device intercepting the video output of the display 

(such as a DVR). That latent image converted and 

saved to an image file such as to JPEG or PNG format 

is also called a screenshot. 

                                                 
4 Http://www.screenr.com last accessed on December 12, 2013. 
5 Http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html last accessed on October 

10, 2013. 
6 Http://www.adobe.com/products/flash.html last accessed on 

October 10, 2013. 

Computer screenshots can be used to demonstrate 

any visual part on a computer monitor. They are often 

used for complementing word communication (printed 

or spoken words). For example, the instructions of 

using a spreadsheet application may include many 

screenshots with text descriptions. One can also use 

screenshots to communicate with other people about a 

particular software problem that he or she is having on 

a computer. Compared to screencasts, screenshots are 

used in similar contexts, but the difference is they do 

not have the capability of making dynamic 

presentations. For example, when demonstrating an 

image slider on a web page, screenshots cannot 

perfectly show the image-fading effect between the 

image rotations, while screencasts can capture the 

dynamic motion of the image slider. 

Similar to screencast creation, creating screenshots 

can be integrated into self-explanation processes. For 

example, a web programming learner can create some 

screenshots with text descriptions to self-explain how 

the code generates the image-fading effect in an image 

slider on a web page. A simple comparison of the two 

selected computer-based visualization technologies is 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of the selected 
computer-based visualization technologies 

 
 

3. Method  

 
3.1. Research question and hypotheses 

 
Drawing on issues raised by the review of the 

literature, this study was conducted to answer the 

following research question: 

“To what extent can learners in the computer skill 

acquisition context benefit from generating self-

explanation (SE) with or without the aid of two 

common computer-based visualization technologies: 

screencasts and screenshots?” 

Based on the research question, the following 

hypotheses were developed and tested: 
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Hypothesis 1 (H1): For learners engaged in acquiring 

a computer skill, those in a group with any type of self-

explanation treatment perform better in the knowledge 

transfer and retention tests than those in the group 

without a self-explanation treatment:  

H1A: SCSE 7 performs better than NOSE group 

H1B: SSSE performs better than NOSE group 

H1C: NVSE performs better than NOSE group. 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): For learners engaged in acquiring 

a computer skill, differences in performance 

(knowledge transfer and retention tests) will exist 

based upon the approach of generating self-

explanation: 

H2A: SCSE performs better than NVSE group 

H2B: SSSE performs better than NVSE group 

H2C: SCSE performs better than SSSE group. 

 

3.2. Research design 

 
In order to observe the effects of computer-aided 

self-explanation, we conducted an experimental study 

in which the participants were asked to complete two 

different types of learning tasks (know-how and know-

what) in order to learn HTML fundamentals. Each 

participant was randomly assigned to one of four 

groups in which learners were given either one of the 

three treatments or no treatment if they were assigned 

to the control group.  

The research subjects were those who had no or 

limited prior knowledge of HTML. Sixty-two research 

subjects were recruited from private colleges in the 

Southwest. To motivate students to participate in the 

experimental study, a gift card with cash value of $15 

was given to participants when they completed the 

experiment. 

The experiment was conducted in a laboratory. One 

laptop computer running the Windows 7 operating 

system and two 19-inch monitors were set up for the 

experiment. On the left monitor, a virtual web browser 

and HTML editor were embedded in a web page. This 

setting allowed a subject to write HTML code and 

instantly test it to see how the code was displayed on a 

web page. On the right monitor, the learning materials 

were presented on web pages with navigation links as 

shown in Figure 2. The learning materials were created 

in the format of Microsoft PowerPoint slides that were 

stored on the cloud service, Microsoft OneDrive, and 

embedded in the web pages, so an internet connection 

was required for all experimental sessions. Depending 

on the experimental groups, all required software 

                                                 
7 SCSE = Screencasting aided self-explanation. 

  SSSE = Screenshot aided self-explanation. 

  NVSE = Non visualization aided self-explanation.   

  NOSE = No self-explanation. 

applications such as Screen-O-Matic, Snipping Tool 

and Notepad were pinned to the task bar for easier 

access.  

Table 3 summarizes the experimental procedure. 

The experimenter made an appointment with all 

participants to confirm the experimental schedule and 

set up the lab before the appointments. Each participant 

was scheduled for a two-hour appointment to complete 

the experiment. 

 
Figure 2. Learning materials on a web page 

After the participants checked in and signed the 

consent form, the experimenter explained the 

experimental procedure and the computer set-up. When 

the participants were ready to start the experiment, they 

began with the Welcome page and then proceeded to a 

pre-training section in which they learned what a web 

browser and an HTML editor are and how they can be 

used together to learn HTML fundamentals. In addition 

to the aforementioned pre-training, the participants in 

the SSSE and SCSE groups were also trained to use the 

Snipping Tool (a screenshot application) and 

Screencast-O-Matic (a screencast application).  

After the participants completed the pre-training 

section, they proceeded to the Introduction section, 

which briefly introduced all sections in the learning 

materials and described the learning objectives. The 

primary training for HTML fundamentals was from 

section 2 to section 6. Except for the NOSE group, 

which had five review tasks prompted during the 

training sections, the other three groups had five self-

explanation tasks prompted during the training 

sections. Each of the three groups performed the self-

explanation tasks with the aid of a different computer 

visualization tool or without the aid of any computer 

visualization tool. From section 2 to section 5, the 

subjects learned the Know-what knowledge 

(declarative knowledge) about HTML such as what 

HTML Elements, Attributes, and Paragraphs are, while 

they learned the Know-how knowledge (procedural 

knowledge) in section 6, which focused on how to 

create HTML Headings, Paragraphs and Links step by 
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step. After the participants completed section 5 and 

self-explanation task #4 (review task #4 for the NOSE 

group), they proceeded to the first learning assessment 

(Quiz_1), which consisted of fifteen multiple-choice 

questions. 

Table 3. Experimental Procedure 

 

The participants continued to learn in section 6 in 

which they were required to follow the instructions and 

create HTML Headings, Paragraphs and Links step by 

step. After completing self-explanation task #5 (review 

task #5 for the NOSE group), the participants were 

prompted to complete the second learning assessment 

(Quiz_2), Try It Yourself, in which they were given an 

HTML code template and asked to write HTML code 

to display an HTML page shown in the instructions. 

When completing the second learning assessment, the 

participants were directed to fill out a learning 

experience survey. Lastly, the participants were 

compensated with a $15 gift card and dismissed.    

 

4. Data analysis and results  

 
The dependent variables were the learning 

outcomes: the test scores of Quiz_1 and Quiz_2. The 

first quiz consisted of fifteen multiple-choice questions 

that were used to test the subjects’ retention about the 

subject matter, HTML fundamentals. Each correct 

answer was worth one point and the maximum score 

for Quiz_1 was fifteen points. The second quiz was 

designed to test how well the subjects apply what they 

learned in the learning sessions to create a simple web 

page (knowledge transfer). The quiz required the 

subjects to write HTML code to display a web page 

shown in the instructions and save the code as an 

HTML file. The HTML code was graded in fifteen 

parts, each of which consisted of HTML elements or 

attributes. The researchers used a strict grading rule in 

the study, which meant the subjects must write each 

part of the code completely correct; no partial credit 

was given. Each part of the HTML code was worth one 

point and the maximum score for Quiz_2 was also 

fifteen points. 

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for each 

group on the two quizzes.   

Table 4. Descriptive statistics 

 

Table 5. ANOVA 

 

Two ANOVAs were used as preliminary tests on 

Quiz_1 and Quiz_2 as shown in Table 5. The ANOVA 

for Quiz_1 did not attain statistical significance, 

perhaps because performance was near the maximum 

possible, limiting the sensitivity of Quiz_1 for this 

population8. No further statistical tests were performed 

with Quiz_1. The ANOVA for Quiz_2 did attain 

statistical significance, F (3, 58) = 3.119, p = .033.  

The hypotheses were tested with t-tests on the 

Quiz_2 scores using appropriate pair-wise 

comparisons. In comparison to the control condition as 

shown in Table 6, performance was better with 

dynamic visualization (d = 1.50, t = 4.17, p < .001) and 

static visualization (d = .92, t = 2.52, p = .019). The 

self-explanation condition without visualization (d = 

.51, t = 1.43, p = .165) did not attain statistical 

significance in comparison to the control condition. 

Thus, Hypotheses 1A and 1B were supported, though 

Hypothesis 1C was not.  

                                                 
8 The percentage of the participants scored 14 or 15 on Quiz_1 is 

69% in contrast to 34% on Quiz_2. 
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The three self-explanation conditions did not differ 

significantly from each other with any pairwise 

comparison, although the order was as predicted. None 

of the hypotheses in the second set of hypotheses was 

supported. 

While multiple t-tests were used in this study, no 

prior adjustments were made to the significance levels 

because such adjustments are quite arbitrary [38]. 

Table 6. t-tests and Effect Sizes 

 

Table. 7 Subjects’ opinions about self-
explanation from learning experience survey 

 

Qualitative data collected from the learning 

experience surveys showed some interesting findings. 

Table 7 shows the subjects’ opinions about self-

explanation.  Responses from SCSE, SSSE and NVSE 

groups were coded into eighteen categories. Each 

response was coded into multiple categories if a 

respondent’s description falls into different categories. 

Eighteen subjects from three SE groups described that 

SE prompts helped them better remember or retain new 

information (REM). Ten subjects thought the SE 

prompts helped them better understand what they 

learned (UND). Eleven subjects explicitly said the SE 

prompts were helpful for their learning (HFL). Seven 

subjects mentioned that the SE prompts helped them to 

catch parts that they did not fully understand (IKG), 

while seven subjects thought the SE prompts helped 

them solidify or reinforce their learning. As shown in 

Table 7, the subjects in different groups gave similar 

responses about how they benefited from self-

explanation prompts for learning HTML, which can 

help explain why there were no significant differences 

on the two quizzes among SE groups. 

 

5. Discussion and Limitations  

 
Our results showed that self-explanation with the 

dynamic screencast and with the static screen shot both 

improved performance significantly with large effects 

of d=1.50 and 0.92, respectively. There were no 

statistically significant differences between the three 

self-explanation conditions, although performance in 

the three conditions was in the order predicted. 

Perhaps the two quizzes were too simple to detect 

differences of learning outcomes among the groups. 

The questions were not weighted based on their levels 

of difficulty. Participants in this study were recruited 

from colleges whose students typically were at the top 

of their high school graduating classes. Although this 

study was designed for HTML beginners, many 

subjects answered all questions in Quiz_1 correctly, 

causing a ceiling effect that limited sensitivity of the 

test for measuring learning outcomes.  

The main difference between screencasts and 

screenshots is the capability of creating dynamic 

visualization (see Table 2). The learning material did 

not include subject matter that allows the participants 

in the SCSE group to take advantage of generating 

self-explanations with the aid of dynamic visualization 

(e.g., creating animation effects on web pages).  

According to the t-tests, the three SE groups 

combined did statistically perform better than the 

NOSE group. While the SCSE and SSSE group alone 

also statistically performed better than the NOSE 

group, the NVSE group did not. It is possible that the 

review task performed by the NOSE group allowed a 

learner to navigate to previous web pages and review 

the slides quietly. This reviewing activity could be a 

covert form of self-explanation to a certain extent 

because the subjects may organize their thoughts. 

The learning materials for HTML were limited to 

beginner level, so the length of a learning session could 

be adequately managed in 90 minutes. The effects of 
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different self-explanation approaches may be better 

differentiated in a longer study or with more advanced 

materials. The sample size was small because of 

limited resources. Each participant was tested 

individually, so the study was time-consuming. It was 

unrealistic to recruit more subjects that would have 

allowed detection of smaller effects.     

 

6. Conclusion  

 
In this paper, we conducted an experimental study 

to determine to what extent computer skill learners can 

benefit from generating self-explanation with the aid of 

different computer-based visualization technologies. 

We tested two common computer-based visualization 

technologies, screencast and screenshot applications, 

and also self-explanation without visualization. The 

two computerized visualization technologies show 

promise for improving instruction with self-

explanation, in that performance on a learning task was 

substantially and significantly better than when self-

explanation was not used. The study did not detect 

statistical differences between the three methods of 

stimulating self-explanation, although the pattern of 

results was as predicted.  

Qualitative data showed that the subjects believed 

that SE activities can be integrated into the context of 

learning computer skills and help them to better retain 

and understand the new information. The SE activities 

can also help the learners to identify their knowledge 

gaps, so they know how to solidify their learning. 
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